
Manage licensing complexity
Traditional IT environments can’t match the pace of change in 

the modern enterprise. That’s why a hybrid IT environment is 

a key element of digital transformation. Yet, these complex 

environments are challenging to manage. 

An experienced, end-to-end IT services partner can help you 

manage licensing complexity, and DXC Technology is uniquely 

positioned to be that partner. Our asset management portfolio 

of services spans the entire software life cycle and provides 

vendor coverage globally across the spectrum of traditional and 

disruptive software titles.

Optimize software investments
Our experts work closely with you to solve complex challenges in 

ways that minimize your business risk and maximize opportunity. 

We help you manage and optimize licensing for cloud and hybrid 

environments, drive software cost optimization, and maintain 

control and compliance within the software estate.

DXC offers license, subscription and resale management, a full 

software portfolio, and software asset management solutions. 

Our specialists support midsize and enterprise organizations, 

vendors, partners and DXC teams with advice, acquisition, 

fulfillment, billing, reporting and management services for 

multivendor volume software. We offer our services directly or 

embedded in other DXC solutions. 

Save time and resources
Software is typically the second largest cost in the IT budget, so 
it’s essential for enterprises to derive the most value from their 
investments.

As a single partner for procurement, licensing agreement 
management, acquisition, reporting and renewal of enterprise 
software licensing environments, DXC helps you save time and 

resources in the following ways:

• Centralize and streamline your software estate to drive 
operational efficiency

• Continue to reduce costs and optimize spend through license 
harvesting, pooling and reuse

• Improve the user experience through efficient, self-service 
fulfillment capabilities — from license entitlements and 

requests to procurement and deployment

DXC Workplace Asset Management addresses hybrid IT licensing complexity, helping  
enterprises control software, lower costs and ensure compliance.

DXC Workplace Asset  
Management

Key benefits

• Manage and optimize licensing for cloud and 
hybrid environments

• Unlock cost savings with efficiently structured 
software agreements

• Improve visibility across software estate  
platforms, programs and geographically  
distributed sites

• Gain the resources and support to fully  
prepare for complex software audits



DXC Workplace Asset  
Management features
Enterprises across all industries can benefit from the features offered in  

DXC’s asset management solutions. Consider these examples of our success:

Cloud licensing. DXC determined the right Microsoft licensing program fit 

and reduced licensing complexities for a German manufacturing company. 

We provided contract advice, amendment setup, partner registration and 

vendor relationship management. We also facilitate an ongoing, seamless 

billing service for Azure consumption.

Cost reduction. DXC conducted a Microsoft software portfolio and life cycle 

assessment for a Swiss healthcare company in preparation for agreement 

renewal across 120K qualified devices and server licensing. DXC achieved a 

renewal discount of 37 percent and enabled  the healthcare company to 

fully upgrade to Microsoft 365 cloud-based licensing for greater flexibility 

and security.

Managing complexity. DXC brokered an interim solution with Microsoft to 

facilitate the non-disruption of Office 365 users for a U.S. utilities company 

splitting into two separate legal entities. As their dedicated Microsoft licensing 

partner, DXC guided the company through the split of their Microsoft 

assets, the transition to a new enterprise agreement — that aligned with U.S. 

government community cloud requirements — at the end of the period, and  

a successful reconciliation on the agreement anniversary.

Transition with ease 
DXC is the partner of choice for enterprises looking to manage the 

software complexity of hybrid environments. We have deep experience 

leading large-scale IT transitions. We are ISO-compliant with the 9001 

standard for quality management, the 14001 standard for environmental 

management and the 27001 standard for information security management.
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DXC Workplace Asset Management

Get started
Contact us to learn how we can 
address your software licensing 
and management needs. 
Learn more at  
www.dxc.technology/WAM

Why DXC?
Enjoy the advantages of DXC’s 
unparalleled expertise and experience 
in managing complex software 
licensing environments:

• True partnership. DXC brings over 
30 years of experience as a reseller 
partner and 15+ years of experience 
as a software asset management 
partner to address your specific 
needs.

• Global coverage. We consistently 
roll out and deliver solutions 
globally, using one system of record.

• Leading capabilities. DXC supports 
vendors’ global price structures 
and provides ordering and billing in 
160 countries, invoicing in 40 local 
currencies, and withholding-tax 
mitigation expertise in 50 countries.

• Accredited expertise. DXC is 
accredited by multiple software 
vendors and has more than 2K active 
agreements worldwide; 90 percent 
have a Microsoft footprint.

https://www.dxc.technology/
https://www.dxc.technology/contact_us/flxwd/134453-contact_dxc_sales
https://www.dxc.technology/WAM

